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CLARENCE WILKERSON: Applications of minimal simplicial groups. Topology 5 (1976), 
111-130. 
E. DROR has observed that the proof of Proposition 9.3 contains a gap. It is implicitly 
assumed that if cp: X+ 3 is a surjective morphism of Q-affine group schemes, then 
the induced map on Q-valued points is onto. However, as pointed out in the proof of 
9.5, the Galois cohomology sequence 1 -+X(Q) + x(Q) + ‘S(Q) + H’(Gal(@Q), X), 
where X is ker(cp), measures the deviation of p(Q) from ontoness. If X is unipotent, 
then H’ is trivial, and q(Q) is onto. The gap in 9.3 can be shown to fall into this 
category by the following facts. 
Cl. *Let cp: %‘+ $J be a morphism of Q-affine group schemes. If the @valued points 
of imcp form an unipotent subgroup, then p(Q) is onto. That is, the operations of 
forming images and taking points commute in this case. 
Proof. We have a surjective morphism of Q-affine group schemes cp: X --* imrp. By 
Corrollary C, p. 136,[21, the maximal connected unipotent subgroups of imcp are the 
images of maximal connected unipotent subgroups of 2. But imcp itself is unipotent, 
and since char Q = 0, is connected. Hence imcp = im(cpJbU) for an unipotent subgroup 
‘% of %?. Clearly the kernel of cp restricted to % is unipotent, so the Galois 
cohomology sequence establishes the result. 
To obtain the setting of Cl, we modify the argument of 9.3, and form the simplicial 
group Aut(No.)., which is thought of as being the Q-valued points of the simplicial 
Q-affine group scheme &t(No.).. At level zero, Aut(No.)o is the group of simplicial 
automorphisms of No., while Aut(No.), is the set of automorphisms of iVo.@A(l) lying 
over the identity on A(1). The face maps do and d1 induce maps do and dl: 
Aut(N,.), + Aut(No.)o, and similarly of &ut(hr,.). . We wish to prove that d&‘(M) is 
the set of Q-valued points of im(dl)di’(ld)). By 9.4, Im(dll&‘(M))(Q) is unipotently 
represented on Log(No.@Q). Thus Cf is applicable. 
Basically the same gap is contained in the proof of Lemma 2.1 of the author’s 
paper[3]. There again a careful analysis is required to justify commuting taking 
images and taking Q-valued points. We omit the proof here. 
The author would like to thank E. Dror for discussions on this point. Further 
elaboration and generalizations of the results on Aut(X) will appear in[l]. 
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